Contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) imaging offers great opportunities for new ultrasound applications by improving the contrast between blood and tissue using microbubbles. However, the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to the low mechanical index (MI) requirement can be an issue in practice. Multiplane wave (MW) imaging is a technique recently proposed to increase the SNR for compounding plane wave imaging. In this study, we propose to combine CEUS with MW imaging to improve SNR without elevating MI in plane-wave-based CEUS imaging.
Statement of Contribution/Methods
The amplitude modulation (AM) CEUS sequence was investigated in this study. Fig. 1 (a) shows a MW-AM pulse design example with two compounding angles (can be extended to more angles). It contains four transmission events (i.e. TX #1-#4), each with four tilted plane wave emissions (i.e. Emission 1-4). These four emissions are further separated into two pairs, each corresponding to one steering angle as Emissions (1, 2) and (3, 4). Two AM pulses (i.e. +1 and +0.5 pulses) are excited consecutively within each pair, with the polarities following a 4 th order Hadamard matrix. A short interleaved time delay is added between adjacent pulse emissions as in standard MW compounding. The received radiofrequency (RF) signals can then be Hadamard decoded through addition and subtraction to recover the signals as those obtained with standard AM pulses, for different steering angles. The signal amplitude, however, is enhanced by four times thanks to MW encoding. The recombination in standard AM between +1 and +0.5 pulses at the same angle cancels the tissue linear signals, followed by beamforming and compounding to form the final image. Fig. 1 (b) shows images obtained with standard AM and MW-AM from a tissue mimicking phantom with a microbubble flow cell in the center. MW-AM provides significantly enhanced CTR (shown in sub-titles) with preserved spatial resolution.
Results/Discussion
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